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Abstract. We outline an end-to-end password authentication protocol
for the web designed to be stateless and as secure as possible given legacy
limitations of the web browser and performance constraints of commercial web servers. Our scheme is secure against very strong but passive
attackers able to observe both network traffic and the server’s database
state. At the same time, our scheme is simple for web servers to implement and requires no changes to modern, HTML5-compliant browsers.
We assume TLS is available for initial login and no other public-key cryptographic operations, but successfully defend against cookie-stealing and
cookie-forging attackers and provide strong resistance to password guessing attacks.
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Introduction

The vast majority of large websites rely on passwords for user authentication [3].
Due to the originally stateless nature of HTTP and the extremely low adoption of
HTTP Digest Authentication, nearly all websites using password authentication
rely on HTTP cookies to cache authentication decisions. Creating and validating
session cookies securely has historically been a major source of bugs, with many
websites implementing ad-hoc protocols with basic cryptographic flaws [4].
However, the precise practice of verify user passwords and managing secure sessions over the existing technology stack of HTTP/TLS with HTML and
JavaScript has attracted relatively little attention from the cryptography and
security research communities. Instead the focus has largely been on whole-sale
replacements for the current architecture, requiring either vastly different user
behavior, new client-side software, or significantly re-designed servers, and often
all three. While we would agree that such fundamental changes are needed, we
expect that web authentication will continue to operate using the current technology only for at least five to ten years. It is worthwhile to get authentication
right in the current framework, even while the research community is actively
seeking its replacement.
In this work we seek to outline a complete protocol for secure web sessions
which is:
– As secure as possible using already-deployed technology
– As simple and efficient as possible given the first goal

For the first goal, we specifically rule out any solution which requires changes
in user behavior or new software to be installed, including updates to currentgeneration browsers. Our proposal is not fundamentally new in that many elements of it are either directly analogous to elements in other proposals, or
are straightforward constructions to those familiar with cryptographic literature. However, we do not believe any currently deployed web servers deploy the
complete defense-in-depth we propose, including in-browser password hashing
to prevent against buggy server software, storage of credentials in a server-side
database to limit the damage from database compromise, cookie creation which
is not possible with read-only database access, and active computation of a MAC
with each web request to prevent cookie-theft.
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Previous work

Fu et al. proposed a basic scheme in 2001 to remedy the problems they observed
in a survey of common implementations, namely:
auth cookie

=

time stamp t||user data u||MACk (t, u)

This basic framework has the advantages of being stateless on the server side
and secure against a passive network observer. It represents a reasonable basic
password implementations and most carefully-designed web servers implement
a close variation of it.1 However, this scheme is completely vulnerable to an
attacker who captures the cookie, either through cross-site scripting or over an
unprotected wireless network. It is also vulnerable to an attacker who gains read
access to the server’s databases, for example via SQL injection.
Murdoch proposed a hardened version of this scheme [10] designed to protect
against an attacker with read-only database (which can occur as a result of SQL
injection). This is achieved by using a pre-image of the stored password hash
which can be checked against the final password hash stored in the database
with each request. However, this scheme is still vulnerable to cookie theft, and
allows an attacker with databases access to indefinitely extend the validity of a
stolen cookie.
In a different vein, Adida proposed a scheme called SessionLock [1] to protect
specifically against cookie theft by storing a session identifier in the browser’s
fragment identifier. The fragment identifier is never transmitted to the server,
protecting against cookie-theft on an insecure network, or “sidejacking,” but not
protecting against cross-site scripting attacks. However, SessionLock is stateful
on the server side and many important password-management details are left
out of the scheme.
Finally, there are a number of more complicated proposals [7,6,9,13], all of
which require either modifications to existing browsers or public-key operations
performed outside the scope of the TLS protocol, both of which we consider
1

Many minor tweaks with no security relevance, such as splitting the fields up into
multiple cookies, are commonly seen in practice.

to be too heavyweight to gain widespread adoption. Additionally, few of these
proposals take an integrated approach to password authentication, incorporating difficult issues such as preventing guessing attacks [11] and user-probing
attacks [3].
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Our proposal

3.1

Notation

We assume cryptographic primitives for semantically symmetric encryption,
message authentication codes (MAC), and collision-resistance hashing. We denote AEk (m) to be the authenticated encryption2 of plaintext m under key k
and AE−1
k (m) to be the verified decryption of m under key k.
We assume a primitive hash function H, and denote
Hk (x) = H(k||x)
allowing us to easily come up with different random functions with equivalent
security to H. We further denote Hkn (x) to be an iterated hash,3 specifically:
Hk1 = Hk (1||x)


Hkn = Hk n||x||Hkn−1 (x)
3.2

Enrolment

Our scheme is designed so that the user never submits a password in the clear
to the server, not even over an encrypted TLS session. We consider this to be
prudent practice to protect against server mistakes4 which may leak the plaintext
password. We take the further unusual step of not storing usernames in the clear
on the server, making it more difficult for a user compromising the database to
export the list of usernames.
To enrol with username u and password p with server5 s, a user computes
via JavaScript:6
x = HX
`1 (u||p||s)
2

3

4

5

6

Authenticated encryption can be implemented as encrypt-then-MAC, or a combined
mode such as EAX or GCM.
The iterated hash is used purely to increase the difficulty of brute-force attacks.
The purpose of folding the hashed data x and round number n in before each hash
iteration is to prevent pre-computation of any long sequences of Hk from being
useful.
Hashing the password in-browser also makes insider attacks more difficult, as they
require modifying the JavaScript on the login pages, instead of modifying any servers
behind the SSL gateway.
The inclusion of s prevents collisions between multiple sites implementing the same
scheme. It could be either the domain name, or a 128-bit site-specific random number
to allow the possibility of domain name changes.
Our preliminary experiments indicate that iterated hasing using SHA-256 is feasible
in modern browsers. We were able to hash at a rate of ∼ 50 kHz on desktop PCs, and

and sends x along with u to the server, with `1 a configurable security parameter.7 The server then stores the following values in its databse:
y = HY
`2 (u||s)

z = HZ (u||x)

The advantage of this formulation is that usernames are not stored in the
clear in the server’s database, preventing a database compromise from leaking
the entire list of usernames.8 For practical reasons including keeping a count of
password attempts and password recovery, it is necessary to include a hash of u,
slightly limiting the privacy provided if the adversary has a large set of candidate
email addresses to test. However, by using a relatively high security parameter
`2 which is only computed on enrolment, incorrect log-in, or password recovery,
this search can be made more difficult.9 In ordinary use, the user’s entry can be
looked up by the second column, HZ (u||x) if a database index is maintained for
this column as well.
On first glance, this scheme seems to violate common practice by storing
HZ (u||x) which is derived from the user’s password with no random salt. However, this hash incorporates both the username and the site-specific string s. As
long as the site-specific identifier is unique and the site doesn’t allow multiple
accounts with the same username, this will mean that the hash function applied
to the password p is in fact unique, eliminating the need for a salt.
3.3

Login

For normal login, the user’s browser collects u and p, re-computes x = HX
`1 (u||p||s),
and sends x and u to the server over a secure TLS session. The server then recomputes z = HZ (u||x) and checks for its existence in the database. With a
collision-resistant hash function, it is impossible for this value to exist in more
than one row, so a simple existence check is sufficient. It is not useful to submit
a value of x stolen from another user, since u is included in the hash to bind the
result to the correct user.
If the calculated z is found in the database, the server returns to the user a
fresh random encryption key Ku and an authentication token:
a = AEKS (Ku , u, x, t, d)
where KS is a secret key for the server, t is an expiration time, and d is any
additional data associated with the session. Critically, we assume that the au-
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∼ 1 kHz on mobile devices. Since this calculation is only performed during log-in we
consider a 1 s delay to be acceptable, which will allow for at least 1,000 iterations.
Common practice would be to pick the hash iteration count `1 ≈ 1, 000. Our scheme
has the advantage that this computation is performed in-browser, the server never
needs to compute iterated hashes.
In practice, usernames are often email-addresses and it is important to prevent adversaries from easily determining if an email address is registered with the website.
It can also be offloaded to the client, as with the iterated hash of the password.

thenticated and encrypted token a is stored as an HTTP-only cookie, while Ku
is stored in HTML5 local storage.10
3.4

Site interaction

After successful login, all future requests to the site are MAC’ed with Ku . It
is assumed that the majority of site interaction will not take place over TLS,
making this MAC the only verification of the user’s intentions. This requires a
small JavaScript routine to dynamically add to all HTTP and AJAX requests a
MAC parameter MACKu (p) on all request parameters p, a technique originally
proposed in the SessionLock protocol [1]. This MAC is sufficient to ensure the
integrity of any request, but to prevent relay attacks it is also necessary to include
a per-request timestamp parameter.
In addition to the request-specific MAC, the authentication token a is sent
as a cookie in the normal way. In fact, because it was declared HTTP-only, this
is the only way a can be sent, it is not accessible by the in-page JavaScript.
Given a cookie a, the server computes AE−1
KS (a), checks the expiration time
t, and then accepts the request as authenticated. It can then check its accesscontrol lists to verify the request using the username u, the session-data d and
the request-specific parameters p.
3.5

Optimisations

The server can also optionally re-compute z = HZ (u||x) with the values of u, x
recovered from a and verify that there is a row in the database with z. This
optional check prevents specifically against an attacker who has has read-only
database access and has stolen KS . Such an attacker will be unable to forge
cookies with the proper x unless they know the user’s password. The fact that
such a check is optional in our system means security and performance can
be more finely tuned. In the Murdoch scheme [10], this check is required with
every access, limiting the appeal of the protocol as a “stateless” web protocol.
However, our system allows the check to be skipped with some high probability,
or perhaps only checked before extremely sensitive actions are performed.
A second optimisation is to include an extended-validity authentication cookie
a∗ = AEKS (Ku , u, x, t∗ , d), with t∗ > t, and mark this cookie both HTTP-only
and secure. The secure flag means this cookie will only be be sent over TLS,
making it significantly harder for an adversary to steal. Of course, since we have
assumed the majority of site interaction will not take place over TLS, a∗ will
not be sent by default. If a user sends an authentication cookie a with an expired timestamp t, however, the server can re-direct them to a special TLS server
10

It is also possible to “store” Ku in the fragment identifier, which was a significant
part of the complexity in [1]. We assume that a sufficient super-majority of today’s
browsers implement HTML5 local storage that this technique is now obsolete. We
have omitted the details, but this technique can still be implemented to deal with
legacy browsers.

which can receive and verify a∗ and then re-issue a with an extended timestamp.
This process can be done with no user interaction, saving the difficulty and risk
of re-typing a password. A practical set-up might be to have a∗ last for several
weeks, as current persistent log-in cookies frequently do, and to have a expire
after ten minutes or one hour. This technique can greatly reduce the vulnerability of a sidejacked cookie, while still limiting the frequency of TLS connections
to a very low number, and to a singled dedicated server.
3.6

Password recovery

We have so far ignored the difficult but important procedure of recovering user
passwords when they are forgotten. The simplest procedure for achieving this is
by sending a one-time reset link over email [5]. This process fits naturally with
our scheme and should be sufficient for most purposes.

4

Security properties

As mentioned, our scheme makes it difficult for an attacker to retrieve usernames
from the database. It also requires per-user brute-force for each password in the
database, as hashed passwords always include a username in the hash. Our
cookies only contain a hash of the user’s password, but this is encrypted with
the server key KS . If an attacker has stolen this, they have likely stolen the
account database as well, allowing them to brute-force values of z stored in the
database.
Cookie forgery is prevented by the requirement of knowing x = HX
`1 (u||p||s)
and KS to compute a valid cookie. This means that an attacker must gain both
read-access to the database and the user’s password in order to forge a cookie.
The scheme also offers very strong protection against cookie theft, similar to
SessionLock. The storage of Ku in local storage means it is never transmitted.
It can be stolen using cross-site scripting, however the authentication token a is
marked as an HTTP-only cookie, meaning it cannot be accessed via JavaScript.
Thus, to steal credentials in our system an attacker must both steal a by “sidejacking” the cookie from an unprotected access point, and also steal Ku via
cross-site scripting. Even if credentials are stolen in this way, the expiration date
cannot be changed. This is a very high barrier to credential theft, than that
enabled by previous systems that don’t require changes to the browser.
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